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Abstract: In recent years, we have seen an increasing dependency between different urban critical
infrastructures, which raises the demands on their analysis and cybersecurity. Current open-source
solutions do not provide simulations of interconnected data networks and power grids, which are
essential for analysing of both infrastructures weak parts and reducing the risk of emerging threats.
The main purpose of this paper is to describe the design of a simulation platform that provides this
type of simulation to customers using the virtual user interface. The paper describes the development
of a complex model of interconnected power and data infrastructures. Created virtualization platform
that consists of several open-source tools is described in detail. Outputs of this paper can be used for
analysis of critical infrastructures at the level of urban networks.

Keywords: power grid; data network; smart grid; smart city; power outage; simulation; optimization;
virtualization

1. Introduction

Requirements for critical infrastructures protection has changed in recent years, as
their reliability is important for countries around the world [1]. Regarding critical infrastruc-
tures, energy, information and communication technology belong to the most important
sectors [2]. Today’s electricity and communication infrastructure is transitioning from
centralized systems to decentralized systems. Therefore, infrastructures are becoming
increasingly sophisticated and infeasible to manage manually. Along with this fact, there
is a widespread adoption of intelligent devices for network management, control, and
monitoring [3,4]. Various technologies have been developed to support efficient and flexible
physical infrastructure management, such as computer virtualization, software-defined
networks, and network function virtualization [5]. There are new opportunities to make
the infrastructure more efficient, along with a need for much greater connectivity and
complexity across the power and data infrastructure, resulting in increased costs [6,7].
This entails the consequent emergence of previously unforeseen problems and increased
demands for operability [8,9]. As an illustrative example, power system dynamics can
be affected by communication delays in the network. An outage on the power grid side
can affect the operation of communications equipment, which then affects the operation
of power grids. Other critical infrastructures challenges, including a list of their potential
vulnerabilities, are comprehensively discussed in [1].

At the same time, the emergence of new threats, whether social, systemic, information,
and cybersecurity can be seen. There may also be a reduction in reliability and other nega-
tive impacts on infrastructure, mainly due to hidden system links or simply undetectable
dependencies. To detect these dependencies and infrastructure weaknesses, a model of
the power grid and data network has been developed and is used for simulations and
optimization processes of both power and data networks. Other additional objectives
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of this simulator are also to offer a safe environment for testing various infrastructures,
including crisis scenarios, operability testing, infrastructure stability and the possibility of
integrating new technologies [10].

There are many tools for simulating data networks and power grids separately. Con-
sidering open-source tools [11,12], there is no available solution enabling simulations of
a data network including the link to the power grid. For this purpose, software enabling
co-simulation within smart grids have already been introduced [13]. However, these tools
do not allow to extend simulations to more infrastructures and have other shortcomings
pointed out in this paper. As a solution, this paper describes an innovative simulator that
can be extended by several separate layers. In addition to energy and communication
infrastructure, the analysis can also be extended to data, transport and other infrastructure.
Unlike other solutions offered, the simulator has a virtualization part and an interactive
user environment that allows user intervention directly during the simulation and clearly
displays the obtained results, giving potential users a possibility of deeper analysis of urban
networks. The paper further describes two different approaches that the simulator takes to
simulate different opposition scenarios. The use of two different principles is also a great
advantage, since existing tools usually use the principles of only one of the mentioned
approaches.

The main contributions of this paper are outlined as follows.

• In Section 2, available open-source data network simulators are compared, according
to aspects such as active development and the possibility of power grid simulation.
Seven available tools in total are compared. Then, power and smart grid simulators
are compared. The emphasis is on the possibility of interconnected simulation with
data infrastructure and open-source solutions.

• In Section 3, an innovative solution of an interconnection of two infrastructures and
the architecture of the developed simulator is described.

• Section 4 is dedicated to the virtualization part of the simulator. The development of a
user interactive environment is described.

• Section 5 contains the discussion of the drawbacks, together with the introduction of
some of the simulator’s current shortcomings, and a proposal of future solutions.

2. State-of-the-Art

This chapter is focused on describing the current state-of-the-art of individual data
network and power grid simulators. Simulators are compared with respect to simulation
capabilities, virtualization and graphical interfaces, and last but not least with an emphasis
on cybersecurity. Virtualization generally provides virtualized resources that may not
match the real hardware on which the virtualization runs [14]. Currently, it is possible
to virtualize entire computers (virtual machine), or only a part of the hardware, such as
the processor, memory, or network. The advantage of virtualization is the high reliability
and availability of virtualized services. Virtualized services can be run in duplicate, so
that in the event of one service failure, users can be seamlessly redirected to an identical
service without any indication of failure [15]. Virtualization further facilitates the creation
of backups and the scalability of the entire system so that it is possible to create disk images
at a specific time without interrupting the availability of the virtualized service [16].

The concept of virtualization creates an additional layer of cyber protection. Virtu-
alization generally separates software and isolates it from the rest of the system [17,18].
From a software perspective, the allocated hardware resources are allocated only to the
software itself. In the case of an intrusion of an attacker into a virtual environment, ideally,
the attacker only gets access to the software through which the entire system was attacked.
However, in real cases, the software is not completely isolated, but the virtual units are
connected by a virtual network [17,18]. In case of bad virtual network settings, the attacker
is allowed to access the rest of the system through the virtual network. Active and passive
defense strategies of cyber-physical power system against cyber attacks is further described
in [19].
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In the following subsections, existing tools are compared according to these criteria.
For data network simulators, the task was to verify the possibility of connecting to the
power grid, the possibility of implementing the virtualization part, the maximum range
of the simulated network and support for external devices. For power grid simulators,
the possibility of interconnected simulation with the data network had to be verified.
Furthermore, the possibility of creating an anonymized test network, the possibility of
network optimization based on economic aspects and the maximum scale of the network
were analyzed for the simulators. In both areas, the need for licensing and support for
future development was also considered.

2.1. Available Data Networks Simulators Comparison

The first software that could be used for our purpose is Antidote [20]. The Antidote is
a learning platform for network automation. The whole system is built on the Kubernetes
tool. The system is designed for teaching computer networks and simulation projects are
designed as individual teaching lessons. The use of the system for further development is
prevented by the terminated support and the terminated development of the project [20].

Simulations of data networks using virtual machines and emulated links are featured
by Cloonix. The software is developed in the C language and uses standard open-source
tools such as: qemu-kvm, openvswitch, dpdk, spice, wireshark and openssh. The main
advantage of Cloonix is that it is still under development. However, the software does not
have a graphical environment that makes it easier for the user to work with projects. Cloonix
only has the graphical output provided by the clonix_gui module. Cloonix software can
only be used for simulating data networks without the possibility of power grid analysis
linked to the data network [21].

Containerlab software is used for simulation and virtualization of laboratory networks
using containers with services, which are then interconnected. Therefore, it is not allowed to
simulate more complex data networks with the possibility of the virtualization of wireless
links and backup sources simulations. Although there is a possibility of the virtualization
of commercial devices by Cisco, Juniper, Nokia, Dell and Mikrotik, this option requires a
paid license. As in the previous project, there is no possibility of simulating a power grid
and data network connection [22].

Common Open Research Emulator (CORE) is a software that supports real-time
virtualization of a data network. It enables to connect a virtualized network to a physical
network. The advantage of the software is its high scalability. CORE software also includes
a graphical user interface for its operation. Although the virtualization part is its biggest
advantage over other solutions, the simulation options are very limited [23].

EVE-NG is a software focused on network security and DevOps. Similarly to other
solutions, it uses a virtualization environment. Unfortunately, there are limited possibilities
of simulations, especially the network scale (only 63 nodes can be created in the project), in
a free version [24].

Kathará is an open-source software for simulating data networks using virtual com-
puters. The basic idea of the software is to simulate complex data networks. The software
is designed for creating a sandbox environment, developing new protocols, or teaching
and testing data networks. However, even this software does not allow a simulation of a
power grid with a connection to a data network [25].

Network Simulator 3 (NS-3) is a discrete event network simulator used primarily
in research and for educational purposes [26]. The NS-3 is a free, open-source software
distributed under the GNU General Public License version 2 (GPLv2) and it is publicly
available. The main programming language for simulation project files is the C++. The
simulator also supports the Python programming language. The Python language should
only be used for basic simulations, as most simulation libraries are only available for the
C++ language. The NS-3 does not enable power and data network co-simulation [27].
Properties of data network simulators are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Comparison of Available Data Network Simulators.
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Antidote [20] 7 7 X 7 7 7 7 -
Cloonix [21] X 7 X X X 7 7 Unlimited
Containerlab [22] X 7 X X X 7 7 Unlimited
CORE [23] X 7 X X 7 X X Unlimited
EVE-NG [24] X 7 7 X X X X 63
Kathará [25] X 7 X 7 X 7 7 Unlimited
NS-3 [26] X 7 X X 7 X X Unlimited

2.2. Available Power Grids Simulators Comparison

The market offers several computing tools with different functions and priorities. Most
of the available tools are derived from the Matlab or Delphi platforms, and although the
packages themselves are publicly available and free, they depend on commercial solutions.

The widely used Matpower extension is an open source tool, i.e., a package of m-files
working on the basis of Matlab. The main purpose of the package is a power flow analysis
with the price dependency. It is also possible to add the Matpower Optimal Scheduling
Tool (MOST), which can extend the scope to the issue of planning of power distribution
systems. An alternative to commercial programs can be a software such as GNU Octave.
The Matpower tool is publicly available and free of charge [28].

Pypower is a similar tool to Matpower, differing in its availability and independence
on other commercial environments. Pypower also deals with power flow analysis using
the Python language. In addition, Pypower handles the three-phase power flow analysis.
This tool is no longer active and under development, but it is still possible to see the codes
and procedures available on the GitHub repository [29].

An open-source tool Python for Power System Analysis (PyPSA) is used for power
system optimization and storage utilization. PyPSA deals with power flow analysis, new
project investment evaluations and interconnection between AC and DC systems. It is
based on the Python environment and includes a wide range of electrical features including
compatibility with many libraries [30].

OpenDSS is a publicly available simulator of distribution systems created by the EPRI
institute. The tool deals with the distribution networks analyses. It includes a power flow
analysis, short circuits and time series calculation. OpenDSS is used as a static simulation
environment for power flows analysis of large-scale distribution networks. Utilizing the
language Delphi has the disadvantage of not supporting the Linux systems [31].

Power Systems Analysis Toolbox (PSAT) is classified as one of the other packages
using Matlab. It is used to simulate the power systems. The program is compatible
with GNU Octave software and has features including power flow, stability and transient
phenomena analysis. It also includes wind turbine models, a complete graphical interface
and interfacing with GAMS and UWPFLOW. PSAT functions include voltage stability
analysis. Other benefit is a rich library of network elements that can be user-modified [32].

The PandaPower program is a tool for power systems analysis (static and quasi-
stationary processes), optimization, power flow analysis (also for three-phase systems),
estimation of fault states, topology and short circuit solutions according to IEC 60909. The
basic computational interface is based, similarly to Matpower, on the Newton-Rhapson
method. The newly used program PandaPower was created with the idea of closing the
gap between commercial and open-source programs [33].
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2.3. Available Smart Grids Simulators Comparison

Tables 1 and 2 show that neither of the simulators compared enables a co-simulation
of the power and data network. For this reason, this subsection is dedicated to simulators
of smart grids. For smart grids simulators, it is essential to look at the power grid and the
communication infrastructure in parallel. There are several tools available that deal with,
for example, optimising power generation and consumption within smart grids [34] or
smart buildings [35].

Table 2. Comparison of Available Power Grid Simulators.
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OpenDSS [31] X 7 X 7 7 7 X
PSAT [32] X 7 X 7 7 7 7

Pandapower [33] X 7 X 7 7 7 X
GridLAB-D [36] X 7 X 7 7 X 7

Table 3 compares several tools that are focused on the coupled simulation of commu-
nication and power infrastructures. Some of these tools were created by merging existing
open-source software. Other co-simulators on the current market, that are not mentioned
in this Table, are listed and compared in [13].

Table 3. Comparison of Available Smart Grid Simulators.
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HELICS [37] X X X 7 7 X 7
CyDER [38] X X X 7 7 X 7
VPNET [39] X X X 7 7 7 X
Daccosim-NG [40] X X X 7 7 7 X
INSPIRE [41] X X X 7 7 7 X
MECSYCO [42] X X X X 7 7 X
FNCS [43] X X X 7 7 7 X

2.4. Summary

Table 1 introduces available verified open-source software solutions for data net-
work simulations. However, none of these tools is able to simulate various networks
interconnection, as interconnections with power grids or other networks from critical
infrastructure [20–26]. Regarding the tools for power grid simulations, none of the above
mentioned open-source software tools available allows a simulation of interconnected
data and power infrastructure. Individual programs were also compared according to the
possibilities of the virtualization interface. Although some of the data simulators offer
the possibility of virtualization, they are either commercial solutions or do not have the
essential simulation tools. The comparison of existing smart grid co-simulators shows
the absence of the solution provided by the simulator described in this paper. Although
the compared simulators offer a combined simulation of power grid and communication
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infrastructure, there is no possibility to extend the simulation with a potential third layer.
Moreover, none of the compared tools offers an interactive graphical interface. Table 3
shows that the simulations provided by existing tools are synchronized in either discrete
event or continuous time. The new solution described in this paper offers the possibility
of both options—a hybrid-synchronization simulator. This findings were the motivation
for the design of the new simulator. In the next section, the proposal of an interconnected
infrastructures simulator counteracting the shortcomings of existing solutions is presented.

3. Simulator Concept and Functionality

The developed simulator involves the real urban infrastructure in an interactive
environment including a map display. The platform itself consists of two parts. The first
one is the simulation part and the second one is the virtualization part. The simulator
enables to simulate either failures on specific devices and lines, and failures caused by
external intervention (gas explosion, line damage during construction work).

Due to the map base and interactive environment, it is possible to define coordinates
and subsequent radius of the affected parts. The model then simulates an outage of the lines
in the specified area. The simulator involves two separate systems—power grid and data
network elements. The model of the power grid can contain unlimited number of separated
layers based on their character or type of supply points (traffic lights, gas stations).

The principle of the whole simulator can be well explained by the following example.
In Figure 1, an overview diagram of the connected power grid and data network can be seen.
The real basic data on the topology of the power distribution network was obtained and
the first layer was loaded in the simulator. This layer includes specific urban traffic lights
infrastructure which consists of the following elements. Individual power lines supplying
the traffic signs, from the high voltage (HV) to medium voltage (MV) substation (1), MV
power lines, MV to low voltage (LV) transformer (2), and LV power lines supplying the
point of delivery (3). In this bus, the traffic lights are connected to the power grid. This
point of delivery serves as an interface between the two infrastructures in the model.
Communication between the traffic lights is provided from a central location (4), which is
supplied from the different power line and transformer (5).

In such a complex network, it is almost impossible to simulate impacts of a fault or
nonstandard operation of a distribution network to traffic lights function. It is important
to identify exactly the individual links between both infrastructures. The same principle
might be used for other layers (e.g., servers) as well and the simulator can be extended by
an unlimited number of such layers.

In this case, an outage on the power side may affect the operation of the communication
side, but not directly vice versa. However, in real infrastructures, there are also cases in
which an outage on the communication side can affect the operation of the power grid,
which might lead to so-called domino effects. For this reason, both systems are processed
equally in the simulator and both parts use a separate simulation program. In the following
subsections, a different approach to each part of infrastructure is described and a novel
solution of two separate infrastructures interconnection is presented.
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Figure 1. Diagram of the power line supplying the traffic lights.

3.1. Data Network

Based on the research carried out on current software solutions in Section 2, the data
network simulation is performed using the open-source tool NS-3 and its standard libraries
in the simulator. All available functionalities can be used in the data network simulation.
To describe the whole network a JSON file is used. The entire JSON file is processed and the
network topology is stored in the computer memory. In the next step, simulation project for
the NS-3 program is created in C++. Currently, the data network is simulated in the form
of client-server. As the content of the data stream is not yet defined within the simulation,
general TCP data is used. The first option of NS-3 output of the simulation is a NetAnim
animation program file, which uses an Extensible Markup Language (XML) structure [44].
The file contains most of the simulated information. For example, it concerns individual
interconnection of data network elements, activity of data communication and information
about individual data network nodes.

The second option for processing simulated results is the PyViz tool. The PyViz tool
enables to get real-time results from the NS-3. Unfortunately, the program is incompatible
with many libraries, especially when simulating Long Term Evolution (LTE) devices. Also,
in the current version, it is not yet possible to use PyViz for external devices simulations
using EmuNetDevice, TapNetDevice or real-time scheduler (RealTimeSimulator). Another
problem is that PyViz does not support user interaction with simulated networks [45].

This is the part of the simulator where the Docker is used. Docker is an open-source
project of OS-level virtualization using containers [46,47]. This solution ensures security of
the entire platform and is composed of several sub-components. The first one is the Docker
Engine, which is the core of the entire Docker platform. The Docker Engine is responsible
for the entire container life cycle. The Docker Engine uses a client-server architecture. The
RESTfull Application Programming Interface (API) or Docker Command Line Interface
(CLI) are used for communication. The second part is the Docker Client. In terms of the
need for a control through a graphical interface, it is possible to use a graphical client that
communicates with the Docker Engine through the API. The advantage of the Docker client
is the communication with multiple Docker Engines. The third part of the platform consists
of Docker Registries. Virtualized containers are formed by images, whereby each image
contains the virtualized system data and the application itself. With Docker Registries, it is
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possible to manage images in one place. Within the Docker platform it is possible to use
multiple Docker Registries. Public register images are called Docker Hub.

To solve the problem of cybersecurity, the simulator attempts to answer the question
of what are the weak points of the simulated network and how the simulated data network
behaves in the event of a physical attack on its part or an attack that renders part of the
network inoperable.

3.2. Power Grid

For the initial simulations of a power grid, the Matpower extension environment was
selected on the basis of research made in Section 2, previous experience with simulations of
the distribution networks and the compatibility with reference network models (explained
below). The Matlab environment was chosen as a platform for data preparation and
simulation control. The tasks of the power grid simulations in Matlab are to complete
the input files (either received or automatically generated), verify them, validate the
functionality of the loaded network (power flow analysis) and transport the validated data
in the required format for the NS-3 program. The operations in the Matlab environment
can be divided into two main parts—the first is the assembly and preparation of data for
import into NS-3. The second one is the simulation of the power grid and the design of
the optimization solution. In the case of the power grid, optimization methods are focused
on planning the development of distribution systems—i.e., finding the most suitable grid
improvements in order to reduce the overall costs with regard to supplying chosen data
infrastructure elements.

The necessary data on the power grid can be supplied in the form of an export from a
geographic information system (GIS) directly from individual distributors, or manually
loaded for smaller scale systems. As already mentioned, the simulation results are currently
obtained on a specific real urban network. Due to the sensitivity of this data and its easy
misuse, it is not possible to publish the specific results of the simulations performed so far.
This problem was partially solved by using an anonymised reference network to publish
the results and present the tool to the wider public. For this purpose, the distribution
reference network models obtained from Joint Research Centre (JRC) have been used. The
output file can be exported in Matlab data format or in JSON format. In total, there is a
complete data set containing about 3 large scale network models (urban, semi-urban, and
rural) and 10 common network topologies used in distribution grids [48].

The urban network was selected for initial testing. A script in Matlab was created to
graphically display the selected network. The graphical output of the selected network
is shown in Figure 2. It contains data on a total of 3239 nodes, 3116 lines at MV and LV
levels and 127 transformers. The LV lines are shown here in blue and the MV lines in
red. Even without the underlying map, we can see that, unlike LV lines, MV lines do not
respect the “real” coordinates. This fact is caused by the network generating algorithm used
and has no effect on the functionality of the network. In the next phase of the simulator
development, a feature will be added to allow the coordination of MV lines with respect to
urban areas. The data on the generator parameters at the balance node and loads at the
points of delivery can easily be inserted into the simulation. There is also a possibility of
creating an automatically generated random network using the JRC DiNeMo tool, which is
also currently under development [48]. The main advantage of such a network would be
the possibility to present and publish the results of the simulations and taking into account
the sensitivity of the data used and obtained.

The above mentioned distribution network models do not contain any link to the
communication network, which had to be added separately to the model for the initial
simulations. For this purpose, the communication network was completed on the basis of
experience with real traffic sign infrastructure.
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Figure 2. Urban reference network model [49].

3.3. Software Interconnection

As already mentioned, both networks are simulated separately in the simulator. There-
fore, it is necessary to ensure communication between the two various environments. Two
scenarios are currently being considered. The first scenario assumes a specific time length of
the simulation. In this scenario, a discrete simulation is considered. This type of simulation
is suitable for systems whose state is subject to change due to discrete events [8]. The
principle of the cooperation between two simulators might be described as follows:

• The data are loaded and verified in the Matlab environment. To verify the power grid,
the power flow analysis will be used using the Matpower tool.

• The parameters of the simulated event (e.g., fault) are entered for the verified grid
topology data.

• Once the simulation in Matlab ends, the data on topology and the course of the fault
are send to the NS-3 software.

• Simulation of the data network is made using the NS-3 and the data is processed back
to the Matlab software.

The diagram in Figure 3 represents the inner logic of the virtualized simulator. The
main element is the “virtualized platform” where data with information about simulated
networks are inputted. Simulations are performed in the virtualized environment of the
NS-3 and Matlab programs. Both programs (NS-3 and Matlab) are run by a “virtualized
platform” and the topology and properties of the simulated network are passed before
running, along with information about failures in the simulated network. Each time a
simulation is completed, the results are passed back to the “virtualized platform”. The
results transmitted may contain information about failures represented as matrix with
interconnections of data nodes and power grid nodes represented as 0 for faulty state and 1
for functional state. Matrix data is be used for next simulation of the second network. The
principle used corresponds to the so-called digital twin technology described in [50].
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Figure 3. Simulation software interconnection diagram.

The data format and the method of data exchange had to be unified. Figure 4 shows
the structure of the unified JSON file. The basic structure of the file is divided into two
sections containing information about simulated nodes and nodes connections. The first
section includes information on simulated elements. The elements in the first section are
further divided into categories for data network elements and power grid elements. The
category containing information on interconnections is divided in the same way. Both
networks are connected using the information about the interconnection of power grid
elements with the data network elements.

The JSON file contains three types of records. The first type is the element. The
element can be a data network element or a power grid element. In Figure 4, the element
is listed in the list named “nodes”. The “node” element contains a unique identifier (ID),
name and type. The type determines the element’s properties in the simulation. The type
also determines the element’s affiliation to either data or energy network. The element
can contain three lists. The first list contains the available data interfaces. The second list
contains the power inputs. The third list contains the power outputs. For data network
elements, it is mandatory to specify at least one data interface and at least one power input
interface. For power grid elements, the indication of the relevant inputs or outputs is
conditional on the properties of the simulated element (as an example, a power supply may
contain only power outputs). The last list with the name “optional” is intended for any
additional data. The data listed in the “optional” list does not affect the simulation itself.
It is possible to work with them outside the simulation (for example, to display them as
additional information about the element).

The list called “network_connections” is used to determine data connections for data
network simulations. Each object in the list contains the IDs of element A and element B,
which are interconnected. Each element can contain multiple data interfaces. Therefore, the
names of specific network interfaces are given. As with the list with data links, the list with
the name “power_connections” is made of objects that contain the unique IDs of the power
supply and the appliance (consumer). The “source_output” variable contains the name
of a specific power output interface from the source element, and the “consumer_input”
variable indicates the name of a specific power input interface on the appliance.
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Figure 4. JSON file tree structure.

3.4. Operation of the Developed Simulator

The diagram in Figure 5 represents the user’s interaction process with the simulator.
The simulator is controlled via the graphical interface. The user’s interaction begins by
deciding whether to create a new project or to display the results of an existing project. If
the user decides to create a new project, a new project is created using the wizard and the
user imports the data containing information about the simulated network. The imported
data are processed into a unified JSON style. The JSON data are used to create a project
for the NS-3 simulator and for simulation in the Matlab environment. Once the projects
are created, the simulator proceeds to the simulation itself. The simulation is defined by a
fixed time span, which is divided into individual windows. Each window represents the
simulation step, when both the data and power grid layers are simulated. The simulation
window represents one simulation of the data network and one simulation of the power
grid. If the timeline contains multiple time windows, the simulations are switched between
the windows, and the final data are passed between the simulations. Once the entire
timeline is over, the results are stored and displayed to the user.

If the user chooses to work with already existing projects, there are three options
offered. In the first option, the user can delete the existing project. This deletes all data
related to the project on the server side. This operation is irreversible. The second option
offers the user to download the existing project in ZIP format. The last option is to view the
results of the simulation.
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Figure 5. Program architecture diagram with terminal input.

3.5. Simulation Types

Currently, two different types of simulations are considered within the developed
simulator. These two scenarios differ in the timing of the entire simulation and the data
exchange between the energy and data parts of the simulator. The first scenario is called
“time course of the fault” and the second is the “probability of a power outage determi-
nation”. The approaches used for each scenario and examples of use are described in the
following subsections.

3.5.1. Time Course of the Fault

In this first scenario, the fault progression is viewed in discrete time. For the loaded
network, the location of the fault and the time at which the fault occurs must be specified.
The output of the simulation is then a time distribution of the fault progression, showing at
which point the fault occurred, which lines were affected by the fault, and the individual
fault duration at each device [4]. The output data is in discrete digital signal format (1/0).
This signal is always given for each specific node in the system, according to the extent
of the simulated network. It is the duration of the fault that is a key factor for one of the
possible optimization processes, namely in economic terms. Following the fault record
processed in this way, the NS-3 simulator simulates the effects of the outage in the network
area. In the time from the occurrence of the fault to its resolution, the data flow in the data
network and the load of individual lines are analyzed. Then, the optimization solutions
can be suggested.
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The simulator enables to schedule failures during the simulation. Each simulation is
currently scheduled for a specific time length. First, it is necessary to schedule the failure
directly by editing the C++ project for NS-3. The failures are created by deactivating all
interfaces on the element that will show signs of a failure. An example of deactivation of
the data interface is shown in Listing 1.

Listing 1. Example of network interface state control.

1 // Set interface into the ‘‘up’’ state
2 virtual void SetUp (uint32\_t interface) = 0;
3

4 // Set interface into the ‘‘down ’’ state
5 virtual void SetDown (uint32\_t interface) = 0;

The Schedule class is used for fault planning in the simulation. With the Schedule
class, scheduled faults at different times can be simulated. In addition, it is possible to
simulate an unstable data link using a regular state change. An example of failure planning
in the time of 10 s is shown in Listing 2.

Listing 2. Demonstration of fault induction [51].

1 // Set interface 0 to down state and show message in terminal
2 void handler (int arg0 , int arg1)
3 {
4 std::cout << ‘‘Set interface 0 to down state ’’;
5 virtual void SetDown (uint32\_t interface) = 0;
6 }
7 // Create fault in 10s after start
8 Simulator :: Schedule(Seconds (10), &handler , 10, 5);

3.5.2. Probability of a Power Outage Determination

The second way of processing the fault data for the data network simulator considered
so far is to evaluate the probability of failure for each of the power grid elements. For each
of the devices on the power line to the point of delivery, the probability of a fault occurring
and the average time required to clear it must be determined. This could be determined
based on available statistical data from any power grid distributor. For example, overhead
power lines would have a higher probability of failure and related power outages than
cable lines and so on. Once the data is compiled this way, a probability distribution will be
processed by the NS-3 software. Based on this data, the simulator should select the most
problematic parts of the networks. The output of the simulation should be the proposed
optimization leading to the elimination of infrastructure weaknesses—both power grid
and data network.

4. Virtualization Part

As it was already mentioned, the developed simulator can be used by various users,
both from the energy or communication sectors. In communication networks, the simulator
enables analysis of outages and changes in data flows depending on planned as well as
non-planned events in distribution networks. From the distribution system operator’s
(DSO) point of view, the simulator enables simulation of communication equipment failures
and analysis of the impact on the operation of the distribution system. It also allows to take
into account the costs of the distribution system operation associated with the failure of
the communication equipment and to optimise the network in terms of cost reduction by
eliminating these failures.

Therefore, it was crucial to enable simple operation of the software using a clear
interactive environment. For this purpose a separate part of the software, where the
virtualization is made, was created. As a part of the Docker virtualization, an image was
created with the NS-3 simulation program in the latest version 3.35. The image is set up
for the virtualization platform to receive the prepared simulation project and return the
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data with the simulation results after the simulation is finished. All the tools that make
up the virtualization part of the entire platform are controlled by a program created in the
Python language. Currently, the project uses the Python version 3.8 for compatibility with
all libraries used in the project and for compatibility with the rest of the platform.

Figure 6 represents inner connection of all services in the “virtualization system”.
The main part is a server written in Python using the Flask framework. The server com-
municates via the Hyper Text Transport Protocol (HTTP) Representational State Transfer
(REST) API and WebSocket. The Structured Query Language (SQL) database MongoDB
is used to store user and temporary data and the Redis cache is used to speed up data
processing. Both the server and the user environment can access the database and the
cache. As described in Figure 3, the server controls both the data network simulation (NS-3)
and the power grid simulation (Matlab). The diagram also shows the Nominatim service,
which is used to retrieve geolocation data that is used in the simulation.

Geographical data
(Nominatim)

Data storage

Cache
(Redis)

NS-3
(0) ... NS-3

(n)
NS-3
(0) ... NS-3

(n)

NS-3
(0) ... NS-3

(n)
Matlab
(0) ... Matlab

(n)

Database
(MongoDB)

Server
(Flask)

Virtualization system

REST API

WebSocket

Cache
API

Database
API

Matlab

Network Simulator 3

Figure 6. Program architecture diagram with terminal input.

In contrast to the application part, where the power grid and data network were
simulated using different software, the virtualization part uses the NS-3 program to display
both infrastructures. The whole architecture is shown in Figure 6. Keeping the application
simple, it is not possible to support multiple data file formats. Therefore, the unified JSON
file has been designed and could be used across the entire platform. The virtualization
part is controlled via CLI. The appliacation must be given the path to a unfied JSON file
to launch the platform successfully. The complete application launch options are listed in
Listing 3. The settings of the application is identical to the inputs shown in the architecture
diagram in Figure 6.

As shown in Figure 6, the program accepts three inputs in total. The first input defines
the use of a specific Docker image. For the user, it is possible to choose a custom Docker
image or for example to choose an updated version. As it was mentioned above, the second
input defines the path to a unified JSON file with the topology of both networks. The
third input defines the path to the folder where the output file of the simulation program
is stored. Then, the path to the folder is passed to Docker, which connects it to a Docker
container with NS-3 running. A graphical display of both networks interconnection can be
seen in the Figure 7. The orange lines represent the power line connection. The blue lines
represent the data links. In case of failure of one of the power grid elements, the connected
devices of the data network might fail too.
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Listing 3. Example of using switches to start the application.

1 # Using a simple format switch to input a JSON file
2 python3 pynsa_cli.py -i ./input.json
3

4 # Using a long format JSON file input switch
5 python3 pynsa_cli.py --input ./ input.json
6

7 # Using a simple format switch to determine the simulation output folder
8 python3 pynsa_cli.py -o ./ output/
9

10 # Using a long format switch to determine the simulation output folder
11 python3 pynsa_cli.py --output ./ output/
12

13 # Using a simple format switch to change the image used to create the
Docker container

14 python3 pynsa_cli.py -d image/ns3
15

16 # Using a long format switch to change the image used to create the Docker
container

17 python3 pynsa_cli.py --docker image/ns3
18

19 # Switch combinations
20 python3 pynsa_cli.py -i ./input.jso -o ./ output/ -d image/ns3

Power line
connection

Power
line
Power
source

Data line
connectionRouter

Server

Figure 7. Example of connecting both simulated networks [10].

Virtualization of Different Simulation Scenarios

In Section 3.5, there are two types of fault simulations presented. For every of those
simulation types, the virtualization part differs slightly. The first method is used in a
scenario where the point of failure is determined by the user. The whole simulation is
including the display performed without any interaction with the user. First, the power
grid is simulated using the Matlab environment. Then, the simulation data are passed to
the NS-3 C++ project files. The NS-3 program performs a simulation of the data network,
when specific elements of the data network are functionally dependent on the power grid
elements. In this scenario the simulation is performed and the results are displayed to the
user directly upon termination. The results can not be modified.

In the second simulation scenario described in Section 3.5, initial user intervention
is neither required nor enabled. Simulation of the power grid and data network is made
automatically after starting the program. The virtualization part then displays an interactive
environment in which it is possible to browse individual infrastructure locations, change
the status of switches and display the results continuously. This output can also include a
heat map that clearly shows the weakest points of both connected infrastructures.
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5. Discussion

Today’s market offers a variety of solutions featuring simulators for power or commu-
nication grid analysis. There are also solutions that attempt to perform smart grid analysis.
In smart grids, the two infrastructures mentioned above have a major role to perform
together and it is therefore important to consider them as such in simulations.

The motivation for the development of a new tool for the analysis of interconnected
infrastructures was the interest of DSOs and municipalities in such a simulator, which
would provide, in comparison to the existing available solutions, not only the control
and analysis of the electricity system, but also data infrastructure and others (water, gas
distribution). The simulator should also have an interactive graphical user interface and
place emphasis on cybersecurity.

For this purpose, a search for available software solutions was carried out in Section 2.
First, a comparison of existing data grid simulators Table 1 and then a comparison of power
grid simulators Table 2 was made. A separate subsection was dedicated to simulation
tools for smart grids. The comparison already took into account the previously described
parameters that the developed simulator should have. From the search of the current state
of the art, it is clear that none of the available tools meet the defined requirements and the
solution described in this paper is unique and needed. The selected partial open-source
software, the methodology used and the principle of operation of the developed simulator
are described in detail in Section 3.

The software is designed to process unified data in the form of a JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) file that contains the network virtualized twin itself. The program in
the current version accepts a unified JSON file containing simulated network elements
and their links. The unified file also contains additional information that can be used
for simulation purposes. The main reason for using virtualization was scalability, simple
administration and quick deployment.

In Figure 8, a graphical interface illustrating power lines and data network connections
of the anonymous testing network can be seen. Although the communication part of the
infrastructure was added manually, the simulator has the ability to automatically load
data based on the topology data described in Section 3. The developed interactive user
interface can be used to display the results of a given simulation and also allows the user
to intervene in the simulation. The innovative character of the proposed solution can be
briefly described in the following paragraphs:

• Ability to analyze interconnected infrastructures with an almost unlimited number of
included networks of different types

• The simulator has a graphical part that not only displays the final outputs of the
simulations, but also allows the user to actively intervene in the simulation process by
changing networks parameters during the simulation

• Emphasis on cybersecurity—the simulator has been developed based on measures
that ensure a secure environment and protection against misuse of the data it handles.
At the same time, the simulator itself enables cybersecurity analysis at the level of city
infrastructure and large building complexes

• Possibility to generate own anonymized urban infrastructure in order to publish simu-
lation results with respect to the sensitivity of real data (currently under development)

• Economic analysis and proposal of optimization methods (currently under development)

The last two items in the above list mention parts of the simulator that are currently
under further development. The functionality of the point 4 has already been discussed in
Section 3. The economic analysis is discussed in the following subsection. There are many
other considered outputs from the developed simulator. As an example, we can mention
a heat map—critical points of the power grid and data network marked in a geographic
background, which was already mentioned above.
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Figure 8. Example of a graphical interface illustrating a power lines and data network connections
diagram.

Economic Analysis

One of the possible outputs of the developed simulator is the design of optimization
processes leading to the suppression of weak points of the distribution system concerning
the power supply of telecommunication equipment—an economic analysis. The optimiza-
tion environment is currently under development. Based on the simulation results obtained
from the NS-3 program, it is possible to detect weak points in the power grid depending
on the probability of failure of individual data network elements. Customer interruption
costs (CIC) and cost benefit analysis (CBA) will be used to assess the return of potential
investment. The design of this part of the simulator is described in more detail in [49].

After the simulation has been run on a specific network model, the simulator will
identify those points in the system where the threat of failure exceeds the preset percentage
threshold. The challenge will then be to find a way to evaluate the return of the investment.
This factor is crucial for recommending such an investment in infrastructure upgrades.
When calculating the return of the investment, it is first necessary to determine the cost
(lost profit) of an outage at the point of consumption of the power grid. To quantify these
costs, we use the CIC.

The research proves that CICs are much higher for the commercial customer group,
on average the cost of one-hour unexpected interruption is seven to ten times higher for
commercial customers than for residential customers [52,53]. For some customer sites
feeding telecommunication networks, the CICs can be expected to be many times higher,
depending on their importance. For this reason, uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) are
used for important elements of the data infrastructure. For each data point of delivery in the
power grid, a separate table will be compiled showing the type of data devices connected,
calculated CIC of the point, the data on the backup power supply and, depending on the
simulation performed, the probability of a power outage (POP). An example of such a table
can be seen in Table 4. All these data will serve as input data for the CBA that has been
chosen to evaluate the economic return of potential investments, either in the power grid
(e.g., line modernisation) or in the data network (e.g., new UPS).
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Table 4. Example of a table summarizing parameters of particular point of delivery for the economic
analysis.

Bus ID Connected Device ID CIC (EUR/s) UPS (s) POP (%)

128 Traffic sign 23 3.4 - 2.3
3239 Traffic sign 56 3.8 - 4.1

67 Data server 8 6.8 3600 5.6
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